Abstract. Aiming at humanoid robot's dual-arm collision avoidance motion planning, this paper firstly establishes kinematics model for humanoid robot and mathematic model for Workspace Target Areas (WTAs). Secondly, it has deduced inverse kinematics formula based on DLS-SVD method and proposed a bi-directional rapidly-exploring random tree collision avoidance motion planning algorithm. Finally, the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this paper has been verified via computer 3D simulation.
Introduction
Humanoid robot is a hotspot [1] [2] in current robot technical research field, and its dual-arm control collision avoidance planning is a key technology [3] [4] in humanoid robot path planning research. With the help of virtual humanoid robot with virtual reality technology, visualization online simulation research on key technical problems relating to humanoid robot path planning can be conducted. It is widely applied in virtual assembly, computer animation, virtual prototype and anthropomorphic robot simulation, etc.
Humanoid robot (HR) dual-arm collision control planning can be described as the following: to meet the constraint conditions of control object target pose, dual-arm kinematics and dynamic mechanism, environment and obstacle, a collision-free smooth path connecting original structure and target structure is searched in HR structure space. This is a problem about typical high DoFs and nonlinear redundancy constraint path planning. As DoFs increases, its calculated amount will increase exponentially, and programming solver efficiency will reduce significantly. To solve this problem, there are two typical random motion planning methods based on sampling: Probabilistic Road Map (PRM) [4] [5] and Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
Based on further research on humanoid robot dual-arm direct and inverse kinematics modeling, this paper has proposed a dual-arm collision avoidance control algorithm based on bi-directional rapidly-exploring random tree through introducing the concept model of WTAs. Then, the effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this paper has been verified via computer 3D simulation.
HR Dual-Arm Kinematics Modeling HR Dual-Arm Structure
The dual-arm motion mechanism of humanoid robot (HR) is similar to upper limbs and dual-arm structure of human being. It is composed of torso and left (right) arm. The torso has 3 DoFs. Define joint motion
by referring to euler angle RPY (the upper right mark t is for torso). They are Roll (rotate left and right side sways around R, abbreviated as R R ), itch (bending rotate back and forth around axis P, abbreviated as R p ) and Yaw (rotate leftwards and rightwards around axis Y, abbreviated as R Y ). Left (right) arms have 7 DoFs respectively: 
.
HR Dual-Arm Direct Kinematics
The research focus of HR kinematics is on determining the relation between the pose of HR dual-arm end-effector and joint structure and providing means and methods for dual-arm collision avoidance control. HR dual-arm direct kinematics (DK): given geometric parameters of HR's connecting rods and structure variables which connect connecting rods, solve the pose of HR dual-arm end-effector relative to specific coordinate system.
Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) method is adopted in this paper to confirm the pose of HR dual arms. A kinematic diagram is established, as shown in Fig.1 , and then a family tree structure diagram from HR dual arms is formed.
homogeneous transformation matrix (4) i y is confirmed according to the right-hand rule. All joints of HR dual arms are rotational joints (3 rotational joints in torso and 7 rotational joints in left or right arm), so the general formula for
are rotation and translation transformation matrix.
s α sin i α , and other marks are similar.
According to classical chained multiplying principle in HR kinematics (combining family tree structure and homogeneous coordinate transformation), the kinematics equation for direct homogeneous coordinate transformation of HR dual arms from w ∑ to the end of left (right)
In Formula (2), 
is reversible torso transformation matrix for CoA ∑ relative to t ∑ : 
In Formula (2), (6) In Formula (6), ) (
is homogeneous transformation matrix for left (right) arms In Formula (2),
transformation. After expansion, it can be expressed as a vector DK(
In Formula (7), k e
x is an expression for pose vector [ ]
indicates that 6D 
HR Dual-Arm Inverse Kinematics
HR dual-arm inverse kinematics (IK) is described as follows: knowing geometric parameters for the connecting rods of HR dual arms and torso and the pose of dual-arm end-effector relative to specific reference coordinate system, judge whether HR dual-arm end-effector reaches the pose, and solve the corners of joint structures while reaching the expected pose.
Take the derivative of the time t by Formula (7) to obtain the differential relation between HR dual arm configuration k Θ and the pose k e x :
In Formula (8),
k e
x & is generalized velocity for HR dual-arm ends in work space,
is partial derivative matrix of 6x10 which is jacobian matrix for HR dual arms. Its No. i row and No. j column are (k=l, r for left and right arms):
Apparently, there is redundancy in HR dual-arm kinematics. While solving IK, singularity problem will be met. If the generalized inverse of ) (
exists, IK's differential form for HR dual arms can be obtained from Formula (8):
To facilitate numerical calculation, the increment form of Formula (10) is:
To this end, this paper has researched the following solution method for IK of HR dual arms based on DLS-SVD.
DLS-SVD Method
To improve operability and stability of HR dual-arm control, this paper proposes DLS-SVD method combining Damped Leased Square (DLS) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to solve IK numerical solution of HR dual arms. By using DLS method, seeking the solution
can be transformed to seek the minimum k Θ ∆ in the following formula:
In Formula (12), R k ∈ λ is a non-zero damping coefficient, and it is equivalent to the following matrix form:
The regular equation of Formula (14) can be written as:
Formula (14) is equivalent to the following formula:
(15) According to Formula (12), the solution for DLS of IK of HR dual arms is:
SVD decomposition for
is conducted, and it can be expressed as:
In Formula (17),
is diagonal matrix, and its diagonal element is 2 2 , k i k λ σ + , then:
Where, k E is the diagonal matrix of 10x6m and its diagonal element is:
Therefore, the solution for DLS in Formula (16) can be expressed as:
Where, k λ is damping coefficient for left (right) arms, which is directly related to operability and stability of HR dual arm control: When left (right) arms are close to singularity configuration, the
; when left (right) arms are far away from singularity configuration, the selected k λ is greater than ) det(
WTAs 's Physical Modeling
In this paper, the concept of Workspace Target Areas (WTAs) is introduced. When HR carries out the tasks which are similar to human being, set the continuous area of end-effector in 6D work space as the target pose of dual-arm control planning tool. In this paper, the pose for dual arms is set as 
Mathematic Model of WTAs
Mathematic model of WTAs is described in three aspects: 
The front three rows of k e WTA B are for the allowable displacement along axis x, y and z described in WTA ∑ . The next three rows are for the allowable displacement of Roll-Pitch-Yaw (RPY) described in WTA ∑ .
Distance Measure of WTA
To use WTAs in random planning for HR dual-arm control collision avoidance, the distance the
given by left (right) arms to WTA must be calculated.
As for the given k s Θ , the homogeneous transformation matrix for the pose of end-effector in this structure an be obtained by Formula (2) direct kinematics:
In w ∑ , the pose of the object grabbed by end-effector is:
The following formula can be obtained by transforming the object pose from w ∑ to WTA ∑ : 
Considering the boundary constraint 
Sampling Strategy of WTAs
To use WTAs in random planning for HR dual-arm control collision avoidance, the random sampling needs to be conducted for WTAs so that they can be applied IK method for HR. The sampling strategy for single WTA is to use uniform probability to obtain the pose vector k rand WTA x which is randomly sampled from the object controlled by left and right arms within the boundary defined by k e WTA B and then transform it into the pose matrix k rand WTA T :
The expression of the object which is randomly sampled from the object in w ∑ can be obtained by applying the transformation matrix of end-effector of HR left (right) arms:
The random structure 
According to Formula (31), k rand WTA x is obtained. By using the above similar method, the random structure k rand Θ of HR dual arms can be obtained.
Dual-Arm Collision Avoidance Motion Planning Algorithm
By combining the solution algorithm for DK and IK of HR dual arms and classical bi-directional RRT (BiRRTs) algorithm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , this paper proposes a dual-arm collision avoidance control algorithm with complete probability whose core algorithm is MCIKRRT( The selection probability of every model is controlled by the parameter r f . The pseudo-code of MCIKRRT core algorithm is described as follows: Fig.2 Joint configuration track when HR dual arms grab the water cup
Summary
WTAs algorithm for HR dual arm collision avoidance control proposed in this paper can set the target pose area (WTAs) of the object in work space visually and effectively. Thus, it can effectively cover the whole target pose set covered by machine vision and easily measure the distance from the end-effector. Direct kinematics model of HR dual arms established based on homogeneous transformational matrix and chained multiplying rule can easily realize fast recursion numerical calculation via computer. IK solution for HR dual arms based on DLS-SVD method is of universality. 
